Filling the Gap

T

he definition for the frequency range of
a terahertz wave varies in the literature.
Some refer to terahertz as the spectrum
between 300 GHz (m = 1 mm) and 3 THz
(m = 0.1 mm) to distinguish it from its millimeter-wave counterpart (30–300 GHz). Others adopt
a decimal pattern and a loosely defined frequency
range from 100 GHz to 10 THz. Based on the latter definition, probably the earliest documented endeavor to

reach terahertz frequency was published in a paper in
Physical Review in 1923 [1]. In this nearly century-old
work, authors Nichols and Tear generated a 0.17-THz
signal using a spark-gap oscillator, detected it with a
radiometer vane, and analyzed the spectrum through
a Boltzmann interferometer.
It is particularly interesting to revisit the motivation of the study [1]: “There is doubtless little need of
any further experimental proof of the essential identity
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already been actively pursued, such as
micromachined vacuum amplifiers and
oscillators, resonant-tunneling diodes,
III–V compound semiconductor transistors and diode multipliers, and CMOS/
BiCMOS integrated circuits. This is in
sharp contrast to the microwave and
millimeter-wave electronics regime,
where silicon integrated circuits play a
dominant role and billions of such lowcost chips are actively running in every
walk of life.
At the 2008 International Solid-State
Circuits Conference (ISSCC), two CMOS
oscillators at 410 GHz [2] and 324 GHz
[3] marked the debut of CMOS terahertz
circuits. Their output power was merely
at the nanowatt level [2], [3], but, since
then, remarkable progress has been
made. Are we approaching a flourishing of terahertz-integrated electronics
in silicon? In this article, we tackle this
question through a series of discussions
on some accomplishments and challenges
in this field.

Are Silicon Devices Ready?
The End of Moore’s Law in
Terahertz Silicon Chips

©istockphoto.com/MediaProduction

between heat waves and electric waves, yet for the
sake of completeness, further effort to bridge the existing gap between these two spectra seems warranted.”
Similar to many other research pursuits, the journey
of filling the so-called terahertz gap started from pure
scientific curiosity!
In any case, how about one century later? The bad
news is that the gap still exists, and, in fact, the significant challenges in building terahertz hardware
and the scarce application of such hardware turn the
terahertz spectrum into the widely acknowledged
last frontier. The good news is that this area remains
rich in highly diverse research opportunities. For
example, regarding the generation of terahertz signals
for electronic approaches alone, numerous areas have

Probably the most daunting problem of
silicon terahertz circuits is the low speed
of silicon MOSFETs and bipolar transistors. The scaling of CMOS devices is
driven almost exclusively by the requirements of higher density and efficiency
in digital systems. Unfortunately, the
maximum oscillation frequency fmax of
transistors does not scale up simultaneously. In fact, according to the measured
fmax data of CMOS/silicon–germanium (SiGe) devices
(including metal stacks) across a wide range of technology nodes [5], the high-frequency performance of
CMOS peaks at the 45–65-nm nodes ( fmax . 320 GHz)
and then degrades with the device scaling.
Similarly, SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors
(HBTs) reach their peak at the 130-nm node ( fmax .
450 GHz) . As a result, amplifier design is possible only
below + 0.2– 0.3 THz, and signal sources above such a
threshold rely only on harmonic generation originated
from device nonlinearity. Not surprisingly, the efficiency in both cases is low. CMOS circuits’ advantages
of low cost and monolithic integration with baseband
analog/digital blocks, while always attractive, gradually appear insufficient to justify their application in
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terahertz hardware. What is worse, the data from
[5] indicate that the end of Moore’s law has already
come about in silicon terahertz electronics, and more
advanced CMOS/SiGe devices are unlikely to help fill
the terahertz gap.

Powerful Chips Formed by Weak
but Collegial Devices

3 mm

So why do we still bet on silicon chips in light of all
the deficiencies just stated? One important reason is
that silicon devices, when forming a large-scale, collaborative, and flexible cluster, can sometimes be more
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Figure 1. The evolution of terahertz electronics: from
(a) a spark-gap oscillator ( fout = 0.17 THz) [1] and
(b) interferometer to (c) single-chip integration of 10
transceivers + 0.2– 0.3 THz, on a CMOS chip [4].
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Figure 2. State-of-the-art coherent silicon radiation sources
[9]. JSSC: IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits; TMTT:
IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques;
VLSI: Symposium on Very-Large-Scale Integrated Circuits.
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powerful than many other terahertz technologies.
These clusters fall into two categories:
•• those that enable functions and applications that
other technologies simply fail to deliver
• •those that allow for coherent combinations of
individual devices, leading to performance on a
par with or even better than their III–V counterparts and at a much smaller scale.
For the former category, we present several examples
in the section “Bridging the 2D Terahertz Gap in the
System and Application Domains,” including a rapid
spectrometer with 20 simultaneous spectral-sensing
channels (Figure 1). For the latter category, one typical
example is terahertz radiator arrays, where on-chip terahertz sources (mostly harmonic oscillators) with integrated antennas share identical frequencies and phases,
and their radiated waves are combined coherently and
quasi-optically in free space. This approach, assisted by
the high yield and repeatability of CMOS/SiGe transistors, enables the generation of high-intensity terahertz beams.
Shown in the survey in Figure 2, multiple milliwatts of
total radiated power can now be generated from a CMOS
chip in the low terahertz regime (+ 0.2– 0.4 THz); this
marks an improvement of five orders of magnitude compared to what the field started with a decade ago [2], [3].
This has been accomplished without a significant speed
increase in silicon devices. Meanwhile, some of these
radiated arrays also achieved additional functions, such
as beam steering [6], [7] and integrated phase locking [8].
As we aggressively scale up the operation f re quency of a large radiator array, other opportunities emerge. A typical radiator array with sidelobe
suppression possesses an interelement pitch of about
a half-wavelength (m/2) . As a result, a larger number
of radiators n radiator with increased output frequency
can be implemented within a fixed chip area, leading
to a more collimated and intense beam in the far field
2
(I rad ? n radiator
) . Figure 3 illustrates what is expected
to happen if such coherent radiator arrays are implemented within a practical chip size of 10 mm 2 and at
different frequencies. At 1 THz, a beamwidth of only
a few degrees is expected, the result of a high array
density of +100 radiat ors/mm 2 ! Such a terahertz laser
chip could effectively overcome path loss and extend
sensing and communication distance (probably still
within tens of meters, however).
But here is the caveat: even if the fastest SiGe HBTs
( fmax . 450 GHz) are used, we could reach 1 THz possibly
only by 1) building a 250-GHz oscillator and 2) extracting its fourth harmonic signal—both highly challenging tasks that could lead to quite low efficiency. What
is worse, the oscillator, frequency filter, and antenna
should fit into a tight (m 1THz/2)2 space, which is only
+ 0.1 # 0.1 mm 2 in the on-chip dielectric (silicon dioxide
April 2019

and silicon) environment. The length of a 250-GHz resonator is already + m 1THz ! It now becomes evident that, to
manufacture silicon devices operating in the concerted
way we desire, more secret ingredients are needed.

Large-Scale, High-Density Array:
A 1-THz Radiation Source in Silicon

Similar to many other research
pursuits, the journey of filling the
so-called terahertz gap started from
pure scientific curiosity!
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or antennas. Hence, the complexity and high-frequency
Next, we show how the previous problems are solved in
loss of on-chip passives decrease significantly. Also, at
a 1-THz radiator array using a 130-nm SiGe HBT tech1 THz, each slot pair, such as AB–ABl and CD–CDl ,
nology [Figure 4(a)] that integrates 91 coherent radiators within a 0.1-mm 2 chip area [9]. The key enabler
behaves as a dipole slot antenna, and the pitch of the
is a multifunctional slot resonator structure that performed antenna array is + m 1THz/2 —exactly what we
forms fundamental oscillation ( f0 = 250 GHz); interrastrove for in the previous discussion.
A radiator chip is implemented with 13 # 7 HBTdiator 2D coupling; signal filtering at f0, 2f0, and 3f0;
and radiation at 4f0 simultaneously. In each array eledriven antennas inside only a 1-mm 2 area [9]. That well
ment, two HBTs drive two pairs of slot resonators and
matches the density predicted in Figure 3. In the meaoscillate differentially at f0 . Next, standing waves at
surement, the chip generates a total radiated power of
all harmonics also exist inside the slots, and normally
+ 80 nW at 1 THz while consuming 1.1 W of dc power.
occurring in-phase interference of these waves causes
The output half-power beamwidth, as a result of the
strong radiation. The loss associated with such radialarge-scale coherent array, is only ! 4° (directivity of
tion at f0, 2f0, and 3f0 severely weakens the fundamen+ 24 dBi); this leads to a high equivalent isotropically
tal oscillation and frequency upconversion to 4f0 .
radiated power of 20 mW. Such performance is already
on a par with what photoconductive optoelectronics
Fortunately, that problem is solved in our case, where
could deliver [13] but without the need for fast laser
1) the slot resonators (m 0.25THz/4-in length) are folded to
pumping. Last, it is noteworthy that the presented
form two squares with side lengths of m 1THz/2; and
2) all elements tightly abut,
as shown in Figure 4(a).
Now, as we examine the
electrical field distribution in
2.2 mm
1 mm
1 mm
these slots [Figure 4(b)], we see
45
0
that all standing waves in the
nm
vertical slot sections (e.g., in BC)
are always canceled by their
Optical Yagi–Uda
One
out-of-phase counterparts in
Four
16 Antennas 91 Antennas
Antenna Array (Nature
Antenna
Antennas
(ISSCC 2015) (JSSC 2018)
adjacent array elements; hence,
Communications 2014)
(JSSC 2002) (ISSCC 2013)
t here is no radiat ion. More
interestingly, as shown in Figure 4(c), the standing waves
108
100
at + f0 –3f0 are also mutually
canceled in all horizontal slot
106
10
sections, either horizontally
adjacent (e.g., AB and ABl at
104
f0 and 3f0) or vertically adja1
cent (e.g., AB and CD at 2f0) .
In contrast, at 4f0 = 1 THz (the
102
0.1
desired output frequency), the
waves in all of the horizontal
100
0.01
slots are in phase, so that effec0.01
0.1
1
10
100
1,000
tive radiation occurs. Through
Frequency (THz)
geometric manipulation of
the multiharmonic standing Figure 3. An estimation of the number of coherent radiators integrated on a 10-mm 2
waves, we turn the oscillator’s chip area and the corresponding beamwidth across the RF-to-optical spectrum. In the
resonator into a frequency- calculation of the wavelength, a dielectric environment with an equivalent relative
selective radiation structure dielectric constant of 2 is assumed. The works shown are [8]–[12], which match the
without having dedicated filters array densities.
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Figure 4. (a) A large-scale, high-density 1-THz SiGe radiator array. (b) The measured radiation beam patterns of the chip. (c) Theoretical electrical-field distributions
in each single unit at different harmonics ( f0, 2f0, 3f0, and 4f0) along with the resultant antenna gains simulated by a high-frequency structure simulator [9]. Cap:
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multifunctional electromagnetic design is not the only
ingredient; other techniques involving optimal device
oscillating conditions [14]–[16], return-path gap structure [8], and so forth are also crucial and adopted in
the circuit.
So, are silicon devices ready? Based on this discussion, we see that what they may achieve, at the component level at least, is not pessimistic at all. But to better
answer this question, we need to zoom out and investigate the systematic and application levels.

Silicon devices, when forming a
large-scale, collaborative, and flexible
cluster, can sometimes be more
powerful than many other terahertz
technologies.

Bridging the 2D Terahertz Gap in
the System and Application Domains

Among the many proposed applications of terahertz
spectroscopy, some—such as backscatter-based, standoff detection of explosives and hazardous materials—appeared to be attractive but later faced severe
problems associated with atmospheric absorption,
pressure broadening, and the like. [17]. In comparison,
some other spectroscopy operations under controlled
conditions, such as rotational-mode gas sensing, still
hold great promise. Because of the electric/magnetic
dipoles of polar molecules, waves with certain frequencies can excite the rotation of molecules. The resonance
frequency is determined by the molecular structure.
The quality factor (Q) of the Doppler-limited transition
lines in a transmission-mode spectroscopic setup with
low gas pressure is typically +10 5 –10 6 . Such unique
fingerprints of molecules, therefore, enable so-called
absolute specificity in molecular identification [18].
Because of the quantum nature of rotational energy
levels, a polar molecule possesses many discrete transition lines, which normally span from microwave to
terahertz and follow a periodic pattern. For example,
the spectral periods of carbonyl sulfide (OCS) and
hydrogen cyanide (HCN) are D fOCS = 12.16 GHz and
D fHCN = 88.61 GHz, respectively. Compared to the
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The concept of the terahertz gap is traditionally linked
to inferior performance of basic components in the
terahertz realm, namely, the low generated power of
terahertz sources and low sensitivity of terahertz detectors. While this certainly reveals fundamental physical
limitations related to material and device properties,
the deficiency in another two critical domains—systems and applications—is often overlooked. As a
result, people have spent tremendous effort with terahertz components to fill the gap, with the notion that,
when such tasks are completed, terahertz systems can
be readily constructed by connecting the components
in ways similar to their lower-frequency counterparts.
Meanwhile, the projected applications fall almost
entirely under three areas: broadband wireless communication, noninvasive imaging, and spectroscopy.
The problem is that the path from terahertz components to terahertz systems is not as straightforward as
one might expect, because of the many hurdles, such
as excessive loss of interconnects among components,
incompatibility of component materials, low yield,
and integration scale.
In addition, studies of many terahertz applications, often based on laboratory-scale demonstrations and targeting long-range scenarios, have led to
pessimistic conclusions about their practicality [17].
Last, more studies on the interplay between terahertz
systems and applications are critically needed in
terms of 1) how the unique features and challenges
of a terahertz application affect the system architecture and 2) how the progress and new capabilities
of terahertz systems, e.g., those in small and cheap
CMOS chips, enable applications beyond the scope
outlined previously.
Thus, the terahertz gap is, in reality, 2D (Figure 5)—
and its system and application sections require dedicated efforts to be completely filled. For this purpose,
CMOS serves as an ideal platform because, from day
one, there are at least no concerns for the integration
of components, economic practicality of the systems,
and such. Next, a few terahertz CMOS systems are presented as examples of such efforts.

CMOS Terahertz Rotational Spectrometer:
High Parallelism in Broadband Sensing

Applications
Systems

Components

Figure 5. The terahertz gap is two dimensional. In addition
to stand-alone signal sources and detectors with operational
frequencies between microwave and infrared, large-scale
and high-performance systems as well as new applications
enabled by these systems are in even more critical demand.
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Figure 6. Dual-terahertz comb spectroscopy for gas sensing: the chip architecture and measurement setup [20].
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rotational spectroscopy performed in the microwave
regime, rotational spectroscopy in the terahertz regime offers a few advantages. First, transition lines
at terahertz have higher absorption intensity because
of the larger number of degenerate substates. As a result, we can perform spectroscopy in a much shorter
gas cell. For example, to miniaturize the spectrometer, we may use a single-mode hollow waveguide
to hold the gas; its cross-sectional area scales down
quadratically with the wave frequency. Second, in the
terahertz frequency range, the available bandwidth is
much broader (given the same fractional bandwidth
of electronics); hence, there is a wider range of molecular detection. This is particularly useful for detecting molecules (e.g., HCN) with a large rotational
spectral period D f. A bandwidth of up to +100 GHz
is typically preferred. Previously, a tabletop-size spectrometer using solid-state terahertz multipliers and
receivers and a gas preconcentration (gain of +10 5)
was demonstrated, with a parts per trillion-level sensitivity [19].
There has been a growing interest in building
terahertz spectrometers using CMOS technologies.
It is expected that such compact and low-cost chipscale sensors can make high-precision, wide-range
analysis of exhaled volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) possible. The concentration of different
VOCs in human breath correlates with metabolism
disorders; thus, VOC analysis is an effective, noninvasive approach for health monitoring. Recently,
SiGe and CMOS spectrometer chips based on singletone, continuous-wave operation have been demonstrated [21], [22].
In the meantime, however, a few critical challenges have emerged. The first relates to a bandwidth/efficiency tradeoff. Most, if not all, terahertz
circuits rely on high-Q resonance to achieve optimal
performance (e.g., highest power); this inevitably
leads to a narrow operational bandwidth. Therefore, single-tone spectrometers have either reduced
bandwidth or degraded power and sensitivity (especially on the two band edges). The second challenge
stems from a tradeoff between resolution and scanning time. Because of the narrow molecular lines,
the spectrometer needs to scan with high resolution
(1100 kHz) . If the total covered bandwidth is as
large as +100 GHz, this will entail a few hours of
scanning time (assuming an integration time of
10 ms per point).
One viable solution, enabled by the excellent
integration capability of CMOS, is parallel spectral
sensing. This has been recently demonstrated in a
dual-frequency comb spectrometer [4] (die photo
given in Figure 1). Shown in Figure 6, two identical
CMOS chips are used in the spectrometer. Each chip
April 2019

The path from terahertz components
to terahertz systems is not as
straightforward as one might expect,
because of the many hurdles.
it provides a fully electronic approach for standard
CMOS chips to correlate their low-frequency clock
with a highly stable physical constant, namely, the
resonance frequency of certain molecules. Therefore,
with a closed-loop configuration that automatically
aligns its terahertz probing frequency with the transition line center of certain encapsulated molecules, a
highly stable clock signal is obtained. Such a molecular
clock scheme opens up new opportunities for building
compact, low-cost frequency references with atomic
clock-grade stability [26].
Previously, chip-scale atomic clocks (CSACs) using
the coherent-population trapping principle were developed [27], [28] that provide long-term stability of 10 -11
with +120 mW of power [28]. These CSACs have been
utilized in defense equipment, underwater oil-detection sensors, and so forth. Further expansion of their
applications is, however, encumbered by their high cost
(2US$1, 000), as a result of their complicated electrooptical construction.
Recently, we reported the first CMOS prototype
of a chip-scale molecular clock, which uses OCS gas
as its reference [26], [30]. OCS molecules have rotational transition lines every +12.16 GHz, and the one
at + 231.061 GHz is used in our clock. Shown in Figure 8(a), the clock includes a transmitter and receiver
chipset that probes low-pressure (10-Pa) OCS gas inside
a folded, single-mode waveguide. The transmitter is
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transmits 10 equally spaced signal tones (i.e., a comb
spectrum), located in the 220–320-GHz band, while
receiving the other 10 tones from another chip. The two
comb spectra are tunable but always keep a subgigahertz
offset. As a result, with only a 10-GHz tuning range,
the counterpropagating waves can seamlessly cover the
entire 100-GHz bandwidth with their 20 signal tones.
Each CMOS chip integrates 10 interlocked terahertz
transceivers to realize these functions. An input frequency fref, ranging between + 45 GHz and 46.67 GHz,
is tripled on the chip first, then successively up-/downconverted by 5 GHz at each stage, and finally doubled
to + 220–320 GHz inside each active molecular probe
(AMP) module. The AMP doubler not only radiates the
output signal, but also downconverts the received signal tone (from another chip) to a subgigahertz intermediate frequency (IF) through subharmonic mixing.
The 20 IF signals are stitched in the back end.
Because the 100-GHz-wide band is now scanned
by 20 tones simultaneously, the total scanning time is
greatly reduced. The comb architecture also reduces
the bandwidth requirement for all blocks to only + 5%.
That allows us to incorporate high-Q resonator structures and even positive feedback (in the AMP doubler)
to enhance the device gain [20]. As a result, in the measurement, the chip provides a total radiated power of
5.2 mW, and no power degradation is observed at the
edges of the band. The measured noise figure is +15 dB
at the lower end of the band and + 20 dB at the higher
end. In gas-sensing experiments, we obtained all transitions of a gas mixture (VOCS : VCH3 CN = 1: 60) within
the entire + 220–320 -GHz band (Figure 7). The results
also well match the existing molecular spectroscopy
database [23]. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
measured OCS lines reaches 89 dB, which indicates a
detection sensitivity of 11 parts per million (ppm) / x
for OCS and acetonitrile (CH 3 CN) and a 3 ppm/ x
for HCN (x is the integration time in seconds) [24]. The
parallel sensing scheme allows for a longer integration time. If a preconcentration similar to that in [19]
is used, the sensitivity is expected to improve to the
sub-parts-per-billion level, which is sufficient for the
previously discussed diagnostics via breath analyses.
Last, the gas tube in Figure 6 can be replaced with a
folded, single-mode waveguide. As we show in the following section, the gas tube is then shrunk to bottle-cap
size, leaving the vacuum and preconcentration systems
to be the remaining bottlenecks for spectrometer miniaturization. In that regard, a battery-sized scroll pump
has been developed and recently used in miniaturized
mass spectrometers [25].

5
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–5
220

240

260 280 300 320
Frequency (GHz)

Time Keeping: CMOS Molecular Clock
In addition to molecular identification, another significance of terahertz rotational spectroscopy is that

Figure 7. The measured transition lines of an OCS and
acetonitrile (CH 3 CN) mixture (VOCS : VCH3 CN = 1: 60) [24].
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based on a terahertz T–R fractional-N phase-locked
loop (PLL), which locks its 231-GHz output to an
80-MHz signal generated by a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO). Through an automatic adjustment
of the PLL division ratio, the transmitter output is frequency-shift keying (FSK), modulated with a modulation frequency fm of 16 kHz and a deviation frequency
T f of 1 MHz. The chip therefore periodically probes

the absorption at the two slopes of the OCS transition
line [Figure 8(b)]. If the mean probing frequency fc is
not aligned with the center of the transition line ( f0), an
absorption imbalance occurs.
When the terahertz signal is eventually injected
into a terahertz square-law detector inside the clock
receiver, the imbalance is turned into a square wave
Verror at fm . The amplitude and phase of Verror are
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Figure 8. A CMOS molecular clock: (a) the chip architecture and an interior view of the gas cell; (b) the molecule probing
principle, based on an FSK-modulated signal; and (c) photos of the clock package [29]. Rx: receiver; Tx: transmitter; Op-amp:
operational amplifier.
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determined by f0 - fc [Figure 8(b)]. Subsequently, with
another integrated lock-in detection at fm and low-pass
filtering, Verror is turned into a control signal Vctrl used
to dynamically tune the VCXO and keep the Verror zero
(i.e., f0 = fc) .
The short-term stability of the clock is determined by the product of 1) the Q of the spectral line
(Q + 2 # 10 5) and 2) the SNR of the measured transition
curve. Our experimental studies in [26] show that, to
achieve a high SNR without saturating the molecular states, only +100 nW of probing power is needed,
leading to reduced power consumption in comparison
with other terahertz microsystems. The measured dc
power of the clock chipset is only 66 mW. The clock
package, shown in Figure 8(c), is the size of a matchbox.
Ultimately, the molecular clock size is limited by the
volume of the OCS, which is approximately 83 mm 3 .
Currently, the connections of the chips to the waveguide are via bond wires; this, however, causes ~20 dB
of total coupling loss. Therefore, the SNR of the OCS
transition curve obtained by the clock degrades from
the expected value of + 70 dB to 53 dB. Nevertheless,
the measured Allan deviation of the chip-scale molecular clock, shown in Figure 9, still reaches 3.8 # 10 –10,
with an averaging time x of 1,000 s. With improved
chip–waveguide coupling, the Allan deviation should
reach near 10 -11, which has been experimentally verified by a laboratory-scale clock using vector network
analyzer frequency extenders with a waveguide interface [26]. The long-term (e.g., x = 1, 000 s) stability performance is currently degraded by gas-cell leakage
and is ultimately limited by the temperature/pressureinduced shift of the OCS transition (see details in [26]).
The chip-scale molecular clock is expected to significantly reduce the construction complexity and cost
of high-stability frequency references. A monolithic
integration of a molecular clock (not including the gas
cell) in a CMOS system on chip is now made possible
and can lead to ultracompact systems for navigation
and sensing under GPS-denial conditions.

The terahertz gap is, in reality,
2D—and its system and application
sections require dedicated efforts
to be completely filled.
from tens to hundreds of NEP units, and no significant improvement has been observed in recent years.
For a practical bandwidth of 1 kHz, a detector with a
100-pW/HZ1/2 NEP has a sensitivity of only 3.2 nW.
While this may be sufficient for short-range, transmissive-mode imaging, orders-of-magnitude improvement is required for applications like reflective-mode,
standoff screening. Nevertheless, one significant
advantage of CMOS terahertz imagers, in comparison with other detector technologies, is that they can
readily scale to a large array size, which increases the
imaging speed. For example, in [33], a 32 # 32 array of
1-THz detectors is demonstrated.
One approach to enhance the sensitivity is to move
from square-law to heterodyne detection. By mixing
the weak input signal with a strong local oscillator
(LO) signal, the output baseband signal is much larger
than that generated via self-mixing in a square-law
detector. State-of-the-art terahertz heterodyne receivers have achieved noise figures of + 20 dB (such as the
one in [4]), which is equivalent to a sensitivity of 0.4 fW
(assuming a practical bandwidth of 1 kHz).
Therefore, what is the next challenge? Similar to
constructing square-law imagers, building a largescale heterodyne array is highly desirable. Such a sensor not only can directly replace the focal-plane array
while providing better sensitivity but also can enable
electronic steering of its narrow-beam response using
the interference of output IF signals. The latter may
eliminate the slow and bulky raster scanner used in
high-resolution terahertz systems. Unfortunately, what
we have ignored so far is that a terahertz heterodyne

On-Chip Terahertz Imaging: Toward
Large-Scale Sensitive Arrays
Allan Deviation

Early silicon-based terahertz imagers are based on
a focal-plane array of square-law detectors [31], [32].
Unlike terahertz sources, these detectors rely on passive self-mixing of the signal inside a nonlinear device
and are therefore much less constrained by the cutoff
frequency ( fT)/fmax of devices. That is why terahertz
imaging has been demonstrated even with MOSFET
detectors in a 0.25-nm CMOS process [31] and with
Schottky-diode detectors in a 0.13-nm CMOS process
[32]. It is, however, noteworthy that the sensitivity
(i.e., the noise-equivalent power [NEP]) provided by
most, if not all, of these square-law detectors ranges
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Figure 9. The measured Allan deviation of molecular
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receiver, because of the additional LO generator, typically occupies a much larger area. This prevents the
implementation of large-scale heterodyne arrays with
a half-wavelength unit pitch, which is required to suppress sidelobes in beam steering.
A solution is provided in [35] with an array where
eight antenna-fed subharmonic mixers share a single
LO generator via an LO-distribution network. But
the sensitivity compared with square-law detectors is
improved by only some 10 times (PNEP = 71 pW when
the bandwidth is 1 kHz). One key problem stems from
the adopted centralized architecture (Figure 10): the LO
power shared by each mixer is weak, causing higher
conversion loss. In particular, when the array is scaled
up, the situation further deteriorates, and the LO network will eventually become excessively complicated
and lossy. Therefore, approaches for increased scalability and density of heterodyne arrays are needed.
To address such a demand, a decentralized array
architecture is presented [34]. Shown in Figure 10, an
LO is incorporated in each pixel and is also coupled to
its neighboring peers, so that a synchronized LO network is formed. The network is part of a PLL as well,
which references to an external low-frequency clock.
This architecture ensures that the pixel conversion loss
is independent of the array size and that it decreases
the coupled LO phase noise when the array scales up.
Compared to the previous centralized scheme, it also
eliminates the high-frequency global signal (only a
megahertz-level LO tuning signal is distributed to all
of the units). However, the aforementioned problem
related to limited pixel area reoccurs in this highly
scalable architecture.
In [34], a self-oscillating subharmonic mixer, which
performs downconversion within the LO, is adopted
to increase space utilization. Similar to the 1-THz radiator array in the “Are Silicon Devices Ready?” section, a
modified, multifunctional structure is also used to simultaneously perform fundamental resonance, harmonicsignal reception, and interunit coupling. The design is
prototyped in a 65-nm CMOS chip shown in Figure 10(c),
where a 4 # 8 array of 240-GHz antenna-fed heterodyne
units is integrated inside a +1.7-mm 2 area (the total
area, including the built-in 120-GHz PLL, is 2.8 mm 2) .
The measured sensitivity (1-kHz bandwidth) of the
array pixel is 58 fW, with a + 5 - dB variation among all of
the pixels. The dc power of the chip is 0.98 W [36]. Shown
in Figure 11, this receiver array, compared to other
square-law arrays of similar scale and density, exhibits
an orders-of-magnitude sensitivity improvement. Sensors with 21, 000 pixels and subfemtowatt (1-kHz bandwidth) sensitivity should be possible in the future, which
may replace cryogenically cooled bolometers and make
many long-range terahertz imaging applications, such as
real-time standoff screening, more practical.
April 2019

Terahertz Communications Using CMOS:
Wireless Meets Wireline

data rate is required, such throughput is normally realized by the aggregation of a high-density but low-speed
copper wire array (e.g., the interconnects in a packaging interposer). For long-reach communications, copper
interconnects are unsuitable because of their excessive

Sensitivity at 1-kHz Bandwidth (W)
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Research in silicon-based terahertz
circuits is undergoing a transition
from the exploration of their
feasibility to their systematic/
application practicality.
loss and dispersion; but, fortunately, the smaller number
of links needed justifies the use of the more expensive
optical interconnects. The situation becomes awkward, though, for the midrange links (a few meters)
among adjacent server racks or blades inside a rack:
the transmission distance prevents high data rates and
efficiency if using copper links, while the link density
needed is still too great to use optical fibers in an economical way.
To fill this gap in interconnect solutions, there is an
increased interest in terahertz transmission through
dielectric waveguides. Prior research has shown that,
compared with metal cable, dielectric waveguides
exhibit much smaller loss and dispersion [40] while readily offering bandwidths of tens to hundreds of gigahertz.
As a result, the midrange links may be realized by two
banks of channelized terahertz transceivers coupled
through a dielectric waveguide. Because of the confinement of the terahertz wave, the requirement for transmitter output power is much more relaxed compared to the
wireless case, making CMOS terahertz transceivers an
attractive choice for cost-sensitive systems.
At present, the data rate demonstrated by the prototypes [41], [42] of this concept is still within 12 Gb/s,
although it is imaginable that a larger throughput may
be realized using higher-speed circuitry, such as the
transmitter in [37], or combining multiple transceivers
(using different carrier frequencies) via a channelizer.

Another challenge lies in the ultrabroadband coupling
between the chip and the dielectric waveguide.
In [43], we presented a fully integrated coupler using a leaky traveling-wave substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW) structure. Shown in Figure 13, the coupler
turns the input signal into a traveling wave with a
horizontal electric field facing toward a dielectric
waveguide placed on top of the silicon chip. The field
distribution well matches that of the wave mode inside
the waveguide, which enables effective coupling. The
SIW width is also tapered down, leading to a gradually increased cutoff frequency and wave impedance.
As a result, the signal wave is squeezed from the coupler to the waveguide as it travels in the longitudinal
direction; this shortens the coupler length needed for a
certain bandwidth. In our experiments, Rogers polymer strips (e r = 6) with various lengths and bends are
used to connect standard 130-nm BiCMOS chips. The
measured back-to-back overall link loss is +11 dB.
The loss and group delay stay flat across the entire
220–270-GHz band [Figure 13(c)]. Compared to other
schemes, this coupler design offers a straightforward
planar integration of chip and waveguide for the terahertz link systems.

Conclusions
Research in silicon-based terahertz circuits is undergoing a transition from the exploration of their feasibility to their systematic/application practicality. As
described in this article, chip-scale systems utilizing a
large number of collegial devices are enabling applications that are nonconventional compared to those
of the earlier terahertz community and include miniature clocks, beam-steerable imaging, and interchip
links. This work opens up new opportunities that
will change the current landscape of terahertz research
and accelerate the commercialization pace of terahertz
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Figure 13. A fully integrated chip-to-dielectric waveguide coupler: (a) the design, (b) test structures, and (c) the measured
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hardware. While not perfect, silicon-based integrated
circuits are our best bet to push the field forward.
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